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The Stone Man Seeks the Dharma
EXCERPT FROM THE COMMENTARY ON THE FLOWER ADORNMENT SUTRA BY MASTER HSUAN HUA
ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY BHIKSHU JIN YAN

When encountering any kinds of states, don’t be turned by
them. When encountering any mental state at all, don’t be
drawn in and confused. Don’t look upon it all as being so
very real, for every single thing is false and empty. In
particular, if you cultivate the Way and start to have some
merit and virtue, the heavenly demons and outside ways
will come and try to steal that from you. They have their
own kinds of spiritual penetrations, and will devise all kinds
of means to draw near and confuse you so you get turned
upside-down. Some heavenly demons and externalists have
great spiritual powers and might sometimes transform into
mosquitoes to have a Dharma contest with you, and sometimes transform into flies to do so. Sometimes they will
engage in Dharma competition with you in the form of a
spider, only to manifest another time as a tiny mouse which
comes to do the same. That’s because you are used to seeing those kinds of creatures and might not pay enough
attention to realize who they are. They are demons. They
might draw near you as a cat, for example, and as soon as
you pet the cat, they set off their demonic energy and you
catch it the same way people get hexed by poisonous
voodoo. They also may appear looking just like that dog
down the road, the kind that you would never suspect was
really a demon. But as soon as you play with it, it recites a
mantra that you can’t withstand and so you come down
with all kinds of sorts of ailments. They can even show up
as people.
You may remember the stone man who came here last
year. He didn’t talk with anyone and stayed outside in the
rain. In the end, who was it that could make him talk? An
attractive lay woman, Gwo Jin, just had said a few words
to him and the stone man could speak – isn’t this a miracle?
A bit later, he and I spoke together. I asked him what he
had come for and he said he was looking for me. When I
asked why, he said he was seeking Dharma. I said, “What
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Dharma are you seeking? I don’t have any Dharma that can be sought
after.” But he said I did. I told him to come inside and he quite obediently
complied. He didn’t have any belongings saved a single piece of coal.
Curious, I asked what it was for and he said it kept him warm. We gave
him a room and stationed someone in front of the door guarding it at all
times so that he couldn’t leave without someone knowing. He didn’t eat,
drink, or go to the toilet, and then, after a while, he just disappeared.
Would you say that was strange or not? He couldn’t have been human. He
was either a stone from the mountains or mass of sand from the sea,
which had undergone some sort of smelting and had come here seeking
the Dharma. Who knows? There might be some creatures here tonight.
Chances are though, probably that there aren’t.
When we held the Buddha recitation session at Buddha Root Farm,
there were lots of mosquitoes, so I made a vow; I had the mosquitoes
sign a contract. I told them, “Bite me, the teacher, if you have to bite
someone, but don’t bite my disciples because they’re quite young and their
resolve for the Way isn’t strong yet, and if you bite them they might retreat
from it and not recite the Buddha’s name. Also, if they give rise to thoughts
of killing, they are sure to kill you, just like that.” I signed this contract with
them in advance, and as it turned out none of my disciples got mosquito
bites. I, however, was bitten twice on the hand. Mosquito bites usually
don’t amount to much, but those bites took over 100 days to heal! The
poison didn’t disperse from the bites for that many days. They were ferocious little mosquitoes and said, “So we can bite you, huh? We’ll see if you
can stand it or not.” But I’ll tell you, although it was painful and hard to
bear, I never once cried. Someone is saying, “Well, I got mosquito bites
too.” Yes, but they didn’t last 100 days. they didn’t last 100 days.
(Continued from page16)
Therefore, after he listened to a dispute, no more disputes would arise.
The Honorable Bao was like this too. He stopped civilians from going to
court after one trial, for right and wrong would be very clearly distinguished.
He’d investigate the case and sort out true from false. He would
be able to straighten out the right and wrong no matter what the injustice
was. No matter who was wrongfully treated, he would be able to investigate and find out the truth to resolve the injustice for the civilians.
Erroneous ideas were checked at the outset to prevent future
disasters. In managing state affairs, he would put an end to trivial confusions and stop them from developing into disasters and chaos. Calamities
were thus prevented imperceptibly. His comprehensive administration
of the laws brought peace and security to the nation. He applied the
laws to govern the country. He fully understood the methods of law.
Chief among the renowned officials of the Song dynasty. Among
all renowned officials of the Song dynasty, Upright Magistrate Bao was
the best official and the foremost honest and upright official. His political
prominence was well known worldwide. In the political world, Upright Magistrate Bao was a worthy and virtuous renowned official who
understood all the principles. All countries worldwide knew of his virtuous conduct.
The End
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